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D660 / DX335 Insulated Totes

D660
48.25" x 40.38" x 30.13"

58.3" x 46.4" x 34.7"

D1000 Insulated Tote
Lower

Profile

•• Wider surface allows heat to dissipate.

•• Less heat buildup, results in a shorter cap which

increases amount of product you can put in tote. 

•• Easier to access for punch down of skins.

These insulated containers are constructed of a hard wearing polyethylene shell filled with expanded
polyethylene. This construction has created a tough, long lasting  container that offers the strength and
durability of stainless steel at a  fraction of the price.

DMPC Insulated

IB2145 / DX335
48" x 43" x 45.3"

DMPC1050 PE
48” x 42” x 46” 

DMPC660 PE
48” x 40.4” x 29.1 

DMPC875 PE 
48” x 40” x 40” 

Monster Bin Bulk Containers

MB2900 R Series 
(with rotatable base)

48” x 44” x 33”-56”

MACX™
48” x 40” x 20” / 8” x 40” x 31”

PC-1154
50” x 42” x 55” - 396 glns.

MACX48™
48” x 48” x 20” / 48” x 48” x 28”

BF422928 - 48” x 44” x 29”  / BF484429 - 42” x 29” x 28” 

Big Box (Magnum) Containers

Available in Solid & Vented

MACX™ & MACX48™ Bulk Containers

http://www.dacocorp.com/plastic-wire-containers/bulk/bf-big-box-series.html
http://www.dacocorp.com/plastic-wire-containers/bulk/macx.html
http://www.dacocorp.com/plastic-wire-containers/bulk/monster-bins.html
http://www.dacocorp.com/plastic-wire-containers/insulated/dmpc-pe.html
http://www.dacocorp.com/d1000-insulated-container-p-137-l-en.html
http://www.dacocorp.com/plastic-wire-containers/insulated/standard.html


AG24260752 Stack & Nest Totes

24” x 16.1” x 7.3” 

Wiinetainers are the optimum stainless steel solution to wine making, including a dimple heat

transfer surface to facilitate targeted cooling objectives.  Come standardly equipped with a food

grade interior weld finish.  304 stainless steel construction.

Available in 8 sizes ranging from

126 to 793 gallon capacity.

• Vented with 3/8” holes in sides and bottom.

• Stackable and nestable.

Bulk Barrel

Caliber™ IBC Liquid Transport

Foldable containers with flexible liner bags  providing hygienic, safe transportation and  storage

of liquid products.

These bulk shipping containers can handle the tough jobs including pressure and hot filling,

outdoor storage and rail transport, tolerating temperatures from 0° to 140°F

Available in solid and bottom discharge versions.

315 Gallon Capacity - 48" x 44.1" x 46.7"

Liquid Liners for Bins

• 100% FDA compliant PE construction.

• Heavy duty, premium plastic stacking frame.

• Seamless, homogenous interior bottle.

• Large santary lid opening.

• 2” bung fill opening.

• Unique cylindrical inner barrel.

• Sanitary bottom valve connection.

• Optional sampling tap.

The Bulk Barrel helps improve wine maturation vessel breathing at a substantially lower cost

without leaking, and can be easily cleaned before reuse, which saves wine makers valuable

time and money without jeopardizing premium wine quality. 

Available in 4, 5 & 6 

Barrel models

Unique all plastic construction that provides complete corrosion resistance and a  gentle surface

texture that protects expensive oak barrel from unnecessary handling damage.  Built to last with

unparalleled impact strength, which resists the denting and paint chipping  associated with steel

racks.  Stacking compatible with existing steel barrel rack systems.

2 & 4 Barrel Rack-MasterTM

Stainless Steel Winetainer

http://www.dacocorp.com/plastic-wire-containers/collapsible/caliber.html
http://www.dacocorp.com/ag24160752-stack-nest-containers-vented-p-1469-l-en.html


Sani-Pallet
48” x 40” 
Manufactured with Microban® 

antimicrobial protection 

Plastic Pallets

OP - 48” x 40” - Rackable
(with or without lip)

Rackstar II™
48” x 40” - Rackable 

CISC Export
48” x 40” - Nestable

Export CCP 301 ACM
48” x 40” - Nestable

Perfect for:  Bottling Lines   • Labs   • Tasting Rooms & Counters

Anti-Fatigue Mats

•• Available in many stock sizes (including runners) & custom sizes.

•• Made from superior closed cell virgin nitrile rubber. Ortho I has an

 antimicrobial compound added as part of the manufacturing

process to prevent mold, mildew and bacterial growth. 

•• Available with or without holes.

•• Light weight and easy to lift and clean. 

•• Beveled on all four sides for added safety.  

3" safety strip is also available. 

•• 2 year warranty against defects in materials and workmanship.

Life expectancy is 3-8 years. 

Ortho I (Antimicrobial)

•• Available in any size, shape or die cut you want. Let your

imagination run wild. Can also be imprinted with your company

logo or graphic of your choice.

•• Made from virgin Ortho closed cell NBR sponge with a textured

non-slip surface.  

•• Seamless top coat to avoid mat separation and tripping.

•• High heel friendly.

•• Light weight and easy to lift and clean. 

•• Beveled on all four sides for added safety.   

•• 2 year warranty against defects in materials and workmanship.

Life expectancy is 5-8 years. 

Tuff Skin

24” x 40” 

Hostess Mat 

Ideal for tasting rooms

(high heel proof)

Thicker than most mats on the market today, they are Ultra Soft, Ultra Comfortable, and
once you stand on them, you can’t live without them!

•• Immediate increase in productivity and employee morale due to workplace comfort.

•• Guaranteed increased reduction of exposure to prolonged cold, heat and vibration.

• • Ergonomically designed to guarantee reduction of back, leg, foot and ankle fatigue.

•• Increases circulation and reduces spinal compression which promotes employee wellness.

ENERGIZE Your Feet Today!

Fast Lock Modular System
40” x 12” 
Snap together units to form custom

sized pallets in seconds

Great for

dunnage racks

http://www.dacocorp.com/anti-fatigue-floor-mats/rubber-floor-mats.html
http://www.dacocorp.com/plastic-pallets.html


Ergonomic Shovels, 
Fork & Rake

Tube & Valve Brushes

Mixing Paddles

Mega Scoop
(Hand or Floor Models)

Pad Holder System
(Hand or Floor Models for

cleaning wine vats)

Food Hoes &
Scrapers

Color Coded Handles

Ergonomic design reduces strain

when lifting from floor level.

• Designed for Accountability - Color Coded

• Manufactured for Durability - Quality Tested

• Valued for Longevity

Remco 
HACCP - Complete Line of Hygienic, Color Coded Products

http://www.dacocorp.com/remco-haccp-products.html


Air Curtains

Air Curtains, blow a controlled stream of air down across the doorway creating an air seal,

 separating the two environments, helping to contain heated or air conditioned air while keeping out

dust and  flying insects.  Improved personnel comfort resulting in higher  productivity, sizable energy

savings, as well as unhindered traffic flow and unobstructed vision through the door openings are

just a few of the many benefits of these air curtains.

• Energy Savings - save energy year round by providing a thermal barrier, stopping drafts and

reducing infiltration of outdoor air into heated or air conditioned areas. During the winter, cold

drafts are minimized and warm air is circulated from the ceilings. During the summer, hot, humid

air is kept out while circulation eliminates hot spots and humidity build-up.

• Improved Environment - air doors are designed to prevent elements from entering your building

at open doorways to protect your customers or employees.

• Increased Safety - Allows easy access through openings, increasing safety.

• Quick Return on Investment - they pay for themselves, often in less than two years, in energy

cost savings alone.

Customer EntranceClimate ControlInsect Control

Pallet Jacks are an ergonomic and time productive way to

move palletized loads from one location to another. 

Available in several styles including standard, grease fitting

and corrosion resistant for wet applications, pallet trucks

are ideal for use in warehouses, factories, stockrooms,

supermarkets, workshops, cold-rooms, freezers, and 

loading docks.. 

Bug Zappers

They provide protection 24 hours a day, 7 days a week against a

variety of flying insects such as yellow jackets, house flies, moths,

beetles and bottle flies to name a few, that can invade your working

environment and possibly contaminate your food, affect your health

and be just plain annoying.  

Choose from:
• Adhesive Panel or Electrified Grid Styles

• Interior wall, corner or ceiling mount or portable

• Exterior wall or post mount

Lift Tables

EZ Loader
Designed to eliminate workers from having to bend up and

down, they automatically rise and lower during loading or

unloading, as well as rotate for easy access, thus avoiding

unnecessary reaching and straining.  When the load weight

changes, the lift table will automatically reposition itself, always

keeping the load at the best working height.

EZ Off
These lift tables provide electro-hydraulic control of the lift

 platform from the fully raised to the fully loaded position.  The

controls allow the operator to adjust the top of the load to a

 convenient working height, greatly reducing bending, stretching

and lifting that can lead to worker fatigue, injuries, and product

damage.

Many other models and types are available - call for details

Electric

Standard

Galvanized

Pallet Jacks

Premium

http://www.dacocorp.com/pallet-jacks/tilt-lift-tables.html
http://www.dacocorp.com/commercial-doors/air-curtain-doors/powered-aire.html
http://www.dacocorp.com/pallet-jacks/pallet-trucks.html
http://www.dacocorp.com/anti-fatigue-floor-mats/industrial-bug-zappers.html


Industrial Steel Shelving

•• Standard Duty - 350 lb. per shelf  capacity evenly distributed - utilizes shelf depths of 12" to 48".  

•• Medium Duty - 480 to 600 lb. per shelf capacity evenly distributed - utilizes shelf depths of 12" to 48".

•• Heavy Duty - 900 to 2,000 lb. per shelf capacity, evenly distributed - utilizes shelf depths of 12" to 48".  

•• Wide Span - 500 to 1,400 lb. per shelf capacity evenly distributed - utilizes shelf depths of 12" to 48". 

A cost effective means to use unused  overhead air space and freeing up valuable floor space to

use for more productive activities.

These units are completely free standing and do not require back bracing, so  products can be

accessed from all four sides.  Shelves are adjustable on 1 1/2" centers.

Packaging Supplies & Machinery

Stretch Wrap & Machinery

Dunnage Air Bags

Box Tape & MachineryStrapping & Machinery

Scales & Digital Indicators

Corner Boards

Protect Your Wine During Shipment
•• Expand / contract with change in temperature &  altitude.

•• Conforms to shape of cargo.

•• Quick inflation.

•• No sharp object required to deflate bag.

•• Sidewall loading designed for maximum bracing.

•• Expand to fill large voids, eliminating void fillers.

•• No slippage, adheres great to product.

2014

Use them on almost any interior or exterior opening to

reduce energy loss by providing an excellent thermal

 barrier, keeping the cool and warm air exchange to a

 minimum therefore dramatically reducing energy costs

and  providing a more comfortable working environment. 

Improve your plant environment  by effectively control-

ling drafts, dust, smoke, fumes, noise and flying insects,

 providing a more comfortable working environment.

Plant productivity is also improved by using plastic strip

 curtains / strip doors by allowing equipment and foot

 traffic go right through the door opening without having

to pause for a door to open.  

Plastic Strip Curtains / Strip Doors

http://www.dacocorp.com/steel-shelving-/shelving-systems/teilhaber.html
http://www.dacocorp.com/packaging-equipment.html
http://www.dacocorp.com/commercial-doors/plastic-strip-curtains.html

